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Title: Math puzzles 

Keywords: math, problem solving working under pressure 

Duration: Limited time for execution 1-5 min. depending on the complexity  

Short description 

Math operations (algebra) are essential in everyday life. Mental ones are even more useful. 

Geometry looks abstract but have many practical applications.    

Core activity  

The exercise is individual. Important is not only the result but also the timing.  Prepare an exercise 

according to the average level of the class, set the timing and solution submission rules for 

execution, use online metronome to create a time pressure atmosphere and give a start. Try to 

observe student’s behaviour and as a teacher, make the appropriate conclusions. Try to avoid 

copying by using two different exercises by columns in the class. 

At the end of the activity participants give feedback – the answer must be justified if needed in the 

description.  

Objectives 

1. Develop math operation skills under time pressure 

2. Develop logical and analytical thinking 

3. Develop problem solving  

4. Develop dimensional spatial orientation 

Activity(ies) (Stages) 

Warm-up (10 minutes) 

Core activities (1-5 minutes) per quizz;  

Presentations (5 minutes);  

Feedback – (10 minutes) mainly about the diffuculties the students face  

Tips for trainers  

You can use them as assessment tool for passed topics (algebra, plane and solid geometry, 

measures, numbers) using different types of puzzles. 

List of resources, materials etc.  

1. On the places of the asterisks, please put one of the signs =, +,-,>,< , so that the equation to be true  



 

14*4=10     36*5*21  

6*8*4=10     3=4*17*29  

100+13*96*17    23+8*31-9 

72=144*72    136+54*236  

9.8*16:4    81*13*81*13  

96:6*4.4              400*313+87  

 

2. Write and sort by magnitude all the possible 3 digital numbers, two of the numbers of which 

are 5. 

 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/puzzles/ Here you can find many useful, interesting and funny puzzles 

to diversify your math lessons, get students’ attention. Card puzzles usually attract students 

attention. Use them in an appropriate way and time. Some of the puzzles have more than one 

solution. 

Evaluation/Feedback 

The participants share in a freeway their feedback. 

 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/puzzles/

